
OPEN Set User Guide

OPEN Set Tracer Capabilities and Terminology
OPEN Set tracers use Ultra Wideband (or UWB) to measure the amount of time spent with each
other at various distances. With this data, organizations can measure how well people are social
distancing and they can perform contact tracing based on actual measured data with the push
of a button.

Definitions
A brief overview of OPEN Set Tracer Terminology:

Ranging: Two tracers are ranging if they are measuring the distance between each other.

Neighbors: When two tracers are ranging with each other, they are considered “neighbors”.

Config: Configuring a tracer means associating it to a person in your organization and
programming it with the current time, as well as the associated person’s OPEN Set specific
device ID, pods and your organization specific settings. Tracers cannot range with their
neighbors until configured.

Sync: Syncing a tracer means wirelessly downloading contact tracing data from an OPEN Set
tracer.

Upgrade: Upgrading a tracer means updating the firmware (or code) on the OPEN Set tracer.

Reset: Resetting a tracer is equivalent to turning off the tracer and turning it back on. This may
be required/recommended if a tracer runs into issues.

Erase: Erasing a tracer deletes all of the contact tracing data on the tracer.

Log: Logging a tracer retrieves the neighbors and “device info” and sends it to the OPEN Set
servers. This can help debug tracer problems in the event of errors and/or other issues.

Unlink: Unlinking a tracer severs the relationship between the tracer and the person it is
associated with.

Ship: Tracers in the “ship” mode state are in low battery mode and are unable to range.

Full Reset: A “Full Reset” of a tracer puts the tracer in it’s original state (upon completion of
manufacturing). This includes deleting any and all contact tracing data and  organization
settings. It also clears out the tracer IDs and pod IDs previously associated with the tracer.



Find Device: An option available in the mobile app that causes the tracer’s LED to turn a
consistent white light and vibrate constantly. Once the tracer is found, it can be turned face
down until the buzzing stops and then used as normally expected.

Delete User: Deleting a user deletes the user from your organization as well as “unlinking” the
user from the tracer it is associated with (if any).

Quiet: Tracers in the “quiet” mode state are incapable of ranging with neighbors, even if they are
configured. A tracer automatically enters “quiet” mode if it lies flat on a surface with no
movement for 15 seconds. Once the tracer moves, it leaves “quiet” mode and is available for
ranging with neighbors.

Encounter: An encounter starts when two tracers come within the “Incident Distance” of each
other. An encounter ends when two tracers separate from each other by at least the distance
specified by “Accumulated Contact Zeroed Distance”. An encounter may also end if two tracers
have not ranged with each other for an amount of time equal to or greater than “Accumulated
Contact Zeroed Duration”.

Incident Distance: The distance people in different pods are expected to keep between each
other. If there are no pods, then every person should keep this distance from each other.

Incident Duration: The amount of time two tracers can be neighbors within the defined “Incident
Distance” during a particular encounter before an incident is logged.

Accumulated Contact Zeroed Distance: The distance tracer must separate in order for an
encounter to be deemed over and reset the accumulated incident time for the two tracers.

Accumulated Contact Zeroed Duration: The amount of time tracers would need to not range
with each other after an encounter in order for the encounter to be deemed over and reset the
accumulated incident time for the two tracers.

Incident: When an encounter exceeds the incident duration.

Serial ID: Refers to the Serial ID printed on the OPEN Set tracer.

Pods: A pod is a grouping of people (and thereby their devices) that are allowed to be in close
contact with each other without generating incidents. This means that two users in the same
pod will not generate incidents if they spend more than incident duration time around each other
within the incident distance.



Mobile App Overview

Create Account
To get started, you must first create your account. To create the account, click on the “Create
Account” button and enter the requested information.

The OPEN Set system uses a single login, by email/password, to manage the system for your
organization. The person managing your organization’s health and safety should create this
login. They will be responsible for handing out tracers, reviewing the testing status of any
members of your organization, and checking the system for contacts with people who have
tested positive.

Note: It is possible to configure the system for multiple logins and different levels of data access.
Please contact support for more info.

Login
Once you’ve created an account, login with the appropriate login details.

Bluetooth Setting
Upon initial login, you must confirm that Bluetooth is enabled. This is required for the application
to sync data off of the OPEN Set tracers. If it is not enabled already, please follow the
instructions on the screen to enable this setting.

Location Setting
Next, confirm that the Location Setting is enabled and set to Always. This is required for the
application to sync data off of the OPEN Set tracers when the app is in the background.

Notifications Setting
To receive iPhone notifications, you will need to enable Notifications.

Devices Tab
The “main” screen of the app. Here you will see a list of all nearby tracers and various
information about their states along with who they are assigned to. You can sort and filter
tracers by various fields. This screen also lets you interact with the OPEN Set tracers
individually or in bulk.



Segment Views: Nearby vs All
Nearby: Tracers within the scannable range of the app in the last 90 seconds.
All: List of all tracers assigned to users in your organization.

Sorting
Each card on the Tracers tab represents a tracer and the person it is assigned to. Sort the cards
by one of the following fields by selecting one of the options from the “Sort by:” dropdown.

- Org User ID (Organization specific user ID corresponding to the assigned person)
- Serial ID (The serial ID of the tracer)
- Name (Name of the person assigned the tracer)
- Role (Role of the person assigned the tracer)
- Pod (Pod of the person assigned the tracer - if applicable)
- Battery State (Battery level of the tracer)
- RSSI (RSSI or signal strength of the tracer)
- Major/Minor Version (Major/minor version of the firmware installed on the tracer)
- Firmware Version (Firmware version installed on this tracer).
- Recent Incidents (How long ago this tracer was involved in an incident).

Search / Filter
Type in the search bar under the “Sort by:” dropdown to filter the list of tracers to those matching
the input text to any of the following fields.

- Device ID (OPEN Set specific device ID)
- MAC Address (MAC Address of the tracer)
- Name (Name of the person assigned the tracer)
- Org User ID (Organization specific user ID)
- Serial ID (Serial ID of the tracer)
- Version (Version of the tracer firmware)
- Pod (Pod the person belongs to - if applicable)

Card Description
Each card displays information about a specific OPEN Set tracer AND the person assigned the
tracer. There are also various actions you can perform to interact with each tracer.

Left Column
- Profile Image: If provided, the picture of the person assigned this tracer.
- OrgUserID/Recent Incidents: If the tracer had an incident in the last six hours, this

shows when the latest incident occurred. Otherwise the Org User ID is shown.
- Neighbors: The first number is the number of tracers this tracer is currently ranging

with, while the second number is the number of ranging slots available.
- Timestamp: The last timestamp read from the tracer.
- RSSI: The signal strength read from the tracer.
- Battery: The percent of battery remaining on the tracer.



- Pings: The number of recent pings observed from this tracer.
- Charging: Indicates whether the tracer is currently charging.
- Temp: The current temperature of the tracer.
- Quiet: Indicates whether the tracer is in quiet mode.
- HW: Hardware ID of the tracer.

Center Column
- Name: Name of the person assigned the tracer.
- Role: Role of the person assigned the tracer.
- Device ID: OPEN Set specific device ID.
- MAC: MAC Address of the tracer.
- Serial ID: Serial ID associated with the tracer.
- Last Synced Date / Time: Date and time the app last synced the tracer.
- Last Upload Date: Date and time the app last sent the tracer’s data to the OPEN Set

servers.
- Version: The firmware version of the tracer.
- Configured: Indicates whether the tracer is configured.
- Unsent Tallies: The number of interaction tallies that have been read from the tracer

but not yet sent to OPEN Set servers.
- Pods: Indicates the pod(s) the person is assigned to, if applicable.
- Progress Description: Progress details shown when the app interacts with a tracer.

Right Column - Action buttons all initiated by a single tap
- Sync: Initiate a sync with the associated tracer.
- More: OPEN Sets more advanced operations available to app users.

- Config: Configures the tracer.
- Upgrade: Upgrades the tracer
- Reset: Resets the tracer
- Erase: Erases the tracer
- Log: Generates tracer log (device info) and sends to OPEN Set servers
- Unlink: Severs relationship between tracer and currently associated user
- Ship: Toggles the “SHIP” state of the tracer
- Full Reset: Performs a full reset of the tracer
- Find Device: Initiates “Find Device” procedure against the tracer
- Delete User: Severs the relationship between the tracer and currently associated

user as well as deleting the associated user from the system.

Card Navigation to Close Contacts and Neighbors Screen
When a user clicks on the card, they navigate to the Close Contacts and Neighbors screen. See
below for details on this screen.

The top section displays and allows for updating:
- Name
- Role



- Organization User ID
- Pods

This page shows all of the selected user's close contacts and neighbors over the selected time
range. Upon selection, this list of close contacts and neighbors can be filtered by using the
search bar.

Incidents Tab
The incidents tab displays a list of recent incidents. Each row shows the people involved in the
incident. This screen shows incidents generated in the last hours and only from those tracers
that the mobile app has scanned following the incident.

Sections
This screen displays incidents, grouped into 15 minute sections. For example, a heading of
02/01/2021 10:15 AM to 10:30 AM displays incidents that occured in this time frame.

Incident Participants are represented by two squares on the row. Each square shows the
person’s profile picture, name, role and pods (if applicable).

To search and/or filter for specific incidents you can enter text into the search bar to search for
incidents by name, serialID, orguserID or pod (if applicable) of one of the participants.

Settings Tab
Your organization will be set up with the default organization settings upon initial account setup
and may be altered on the Settings tab in the app.

Toggles
Below are details of what happens when each of the listed toggles is switched “ON”. The
toggles below control whether the app automatically performs the action described if/when it
encounters a tracer in need of the action.

Auto Config: This configures any unconfigured tracer within range of the app.
Auto Sync: Syncs any tracer it encounters that the app hasn’t synced in the last fifteen minutes.
Auto Upgrade: Upgrades the firmware of any tracer not on the latest firmware version available
to your organization.

Vibrate on Incident
Controls whether tracers vibrate when they are involved in an incident.



Low Power BLE Optimization
Enable/Disable low power BLE optimization

Skip Ranging While Flat
Prevent tracers from ranging when lying flat (internal use only)

Skip Ranging While Charging
Prevent tracers from ranging when charging (internal use only)

Allow Same Version Firmware Updates
Allow firmware updates to the same version number (internal use only)

Use Server AppUser Preferences
Override settings set by the phone and rely on the settings set on the server (internal use only)

Measure Distance in
Choose whether to measure and display distances in feet or meters.

Incident Duration
Sets the value of the incident duration parameter.

Incident Distance
Sets the value of the incident distance parameter.

Time Between Incidents
Sets the amount of time to wait before recording an additional incident, if people are
continuously within the incident distance for longer than the Incident Duration. For example, if
the incident duration is 5 minutes, and two people are continuously within the incident distance
for 8 minutes, how many incidents should actually be generated? If say, Time Between Incidents
is set to 1 min, then incidents will also be generated at the 5 minute mark as well as the 6, 7 and
8 minute marks.

Time Between Vibrations
Sets the amount of time to wait before vibrating again (if Vibrate on Incident is enabled) after an
incident has been detected and the people are still within the range for an incident to occur.



Accum Contact Zeroed Distance
Sets the value of the accumulated contact zeroed distance parameter.

Accum Contact Zeroed Time
Sets the value of the accumulated contact zeroed duration parameter.

User, Name and Organization
The settings pane displays the name of the logged in person. This is editable by tapping the
name (iOS) or the pencil icon (Android). The email of the logged in user is also displayed. On
iOS, tapping the email gives you the option to log out. On Android, you can do the same by
tapping the “Sign Out” button next to the email.

Endpoint/Server
This controls the server to send contact tracing data to. (internal use only)

Name
Displays the name of the logged-in person.

Organization
Displays the email currently logged into the app. If a user wishes to logout they should click on
the email. A prompt asking if you want to logout will appear. If you click “Yes” on this prompt, it
will logout the user and navigate to the login screen.

Allow Notifications / Alert
This switch controls whether you will receive app notifications on the phone.

Show Advanced Options
Toggle to display/hide advanced options. See details on advanced options below:

iOS Advanced Options:
- Enable Advanced Mode
- Show tracers outside of this organization
- Override version check on upgrade
- Firmware Safe
- IDVA: Identifier for Vendor
- Device Name: The device name of the phone running the app
- Delete All Org Users
- Unlink All Org Users



Android Advanced Options:
- Allow MDM phone to run in non-MDM mode.
- Include devices outside of this organization
- Allow same version firmware upgrade
- Bypass version check
- Allow serial lookup
- show active connections
- Max BLE connections
- Show GPS-related options
- Rescue mode
- Show firmwares
- App Memory Management
- Restart App

Firmware Info and Diagnostics Options
Viewing firmware and diagnostic options is possible on both the iOS and Android apps. On iOS,
this section is always visible. On Android, you will need to enable the advanced options as
described above to see this section.

On both iOS and Android, the firmware section tells you the latest latest firmware available for
installation on OPEN Set Tracers.

On iOS, a few additional diagnostic items are also available in this section:

WIFI: ON
Loc: always
Bluetooth: poweredOn
Version: displays the current version of the mobile app
App Build: displays the build number for the app



Website Overview
https://admin.wolk.com (login details the same as those used to login to the app).

You can also create an account via the website. As noted in the Mobile App Overview, the
OPEN Set system uses a single login, by email/password, to manage the system for your
organization. The person managing your organization’s health and safety should create this
login. They will be responsible for handing out tracers, reviewing the testing status of any
members of your organization, and checking the system for contacts with people who have
tested positive.

Note: It is possible to configure the system for multiple logins and different levels of data access.
Please contact support for more info.

Dashboard
A set of charts and graphs showing important information about how well your organization is
social distancing.

People
The list of all people assigned OPEN Set tracers.

Clicking on the Name or User ID link of a person shows the list of people this person has been
near (within 6m or ~18ft). This data is broken down into minutes and bucketed into distance
groupings of 1m (or ~3ft) each. Users can analyze the amount of time this person spent around
others in the organization on various days.

Columns are:
- Name
- Organization specific ID (if applicable)
- Pods (if applicable)
- Serial ID
- Battery level of this person’s tracer
- Last Ping: the last time the person’s tracer sent status info back to the server.
- Person’s known test status (if applicable)
- Exposure status (if applicable)

Possible Actions:
- Update Test Status: Set people’s test status. Options: Untested, Positive or Negative.
- Update Exposure Status: Set people’s exposure status. Options: N/A or Exposed.
- Update Isolation Status: Set people’s isolation status. Options: N/A or Isolated.

https://admin.wolk.com


Devices
A list of all the OPEN Set tracers assigned to people in your organization. Each row shares
tracer specific information like:

- Serial ID
- Person
- MAC
- Battery State
- Recent Ping
- Version
- Status

Pods
A list of pods available to your organization. Clicking on a pod name shows the people that
already belong to this pod. Here you may add and remove members of this pod as well as
create new pods.

Privacy
When using OPEN Set, all of your data and privacy are kept confidential. OPEN Set tracers do
not track your location. They only track the amount of time spent near other tracers at various
distances. Your Health & Safety Manager is the only person in your organization with access to
this data and uses it solely to provide a safer work environment. Nothing will be shared with
partners. The data collected will simply be used in the event there is a positive case, to provide
greater context about who people may have been in close contact with at various points in time.

Privacy - Frequently Asked Questions
https://openset.com/pages/privacy-faq

Package Inventory
Upon receiving delivery of tracers from Wolk, please confirm all of the expected tracers,
chargers, etc … are included.

https://openset.com/pages/privacy-faq

